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Mr. Slavson holds the world record among authors of books on group psych0 
therapy and allied topics. This is his twelfth book, and a thirteenth is on the 

(as he announced at the recent Sixth International Congress of Psychotherapy 
1 

London). Why this prolific output? Two possible answers come immediately 
mind: (a) the author is a perfectionist who is never fully satisfied with the ^eTln 
of his latest book, and (b) he has so much to say that no single book can con^1 
the breadth of his thought. 
There can be no doubt that Slavson is a perfectionist, and he obviously expeCa 

others to live up to his ideals. Here, for example, is his list of subjects in which 
group psychotherapist should be versed: "zoology; genetics; embryology; physiology 
neurology; endocrinology; general, experimental, integrative, Gestalt, abnorfl^j 
dynamic and depth psychologies; child development; psychopathology; clinlC 
diagnosis; basic psychiatry; family dynamics; dynamic sociology; cultural anth^ 
pology; and economics". After this it comes as a surprise that Slavson should c?^ 
tinue: "It is becoming increasingly evident that medical training as such is n 

essential for the practice of psychotherapy." But there is a proviso: "providing 
* 

therapist does not attempt to deal with psychotic and with organic patients. ? ? ? 

3 
should in all instances have a prospective patient examined by a general physicia11' 
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Neurologist, and [s/c] a psychiatrist." One wonders whether there are any group 
Psychotherapists who fill the bill. 
Slavson also has a great deal of value to say about the structure and functioning 

?f ordinary and therapeutic groups, and about the process of psychotherapy. He 
Proudly states that he has contributed more than thirty new terms to the literature 

group psychotherapy; and, behind each new term, there are ideas which have 
thrown new light on one or the other aspect of this wide field. 
The book is thus well worth consulting. In particular, Slavson stands out among 

?roup therapists by his insistence that different kinds of therapeutic groups are 

Squired for patients of a different age level and clinical diagnosis. In fact, his demand 
f?r therapeutic flexibility is so great that, in his opinion, only few patients qualify 
f?r analytic group psychotherapy?only patients with schizoid personalities, psychio 
Masochism, character disorders, and some with psychoneuroses. The list of unsuitable 
Patients is much longer: anxiety neurotics, neurotic characters, compulsive-obsessional 
Patients, psychopaths, cyclothymic personalities, paranoiacs, depressives, perverts, 
hypochondriacs, and true hysterics. In addition, he suggests that patients who are 
active psychotics or active homosexuals can only be treated in special analytic groups, 
Namely those comprised entirely of patients with the same diagnosis. 
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